LIVE SMARTER

Smart Lifestyle Solutions

The easy way to
a smarter day
Increase your day-to-day comfort and convenience with KASTA,
the next generation in smart home automation technology.
Connect your lights and applicances to your lifestyle with a home automation
system that seamlessly integrates with how you want to live. KASTA provides
you with intuitive new ways to make the most of your home, while also helping
improve your everyday security and energy efficiency.

CUSTOMISE YOUR
LIFESTYLE

SIMPLE & SEAMLESS
DEVICE CONTROL

MAKING ‘SMART’
MORE AFFORDABLE

Setup your KASTA connected
lights and devices, increasing
everyday comfort and
convenience.

Make the most of your time at
home with convenient, intuitive
wall switch and app controls.

A versatile smart solution,
scalable to your needs now
and in the future.

SWITCH TO SMART
With KASTA’s intuitive wall switch and app controls,
it’s never been easier to make your home smarter.
Whether you are building or renovating, KASTA is the simplest,
most affordable way to integrate smart controls, seamlessly
into your home. Our versatile, modular system is completely
scalable to your lifestyle and budget.

And in addition to the lifestyle benefits,
KASTA does even more for you...

ENERGY SAVING

Save on power bills by automatically
switching off unused appliances.

SAFETY & SECURITY

Secure your home with scheduled
lighting and create safe environments.

PEACE OF MIND

Rest easy, knowing you are in
complete control of your home.

Multiple Applications. Infinite Possibilities.
LEAVING HOME

ENTERTAINING

One touch to turn off
all non-essential power
when you go to work or
on holiday.

Set the mood for family and
friends making the most of
your space with the push of
a button.

SCHEDULE YOUR DAY

SAFETY

Turn lights on in the
morning; dim them at
night. Schedule KASTA
to your lifestyle.

Disable powerpoints
to keep children out
of harms way.

KASTA MAKES SMART
Connecting you to a smarter lifestyle is quick
and easy with KASTA technology.
Unlike many complex smart home automation
systems, KASTA uses reliable, self-networking,
mesh technology to connect your home lighting
and appliances. The system connects devices
wirelessly, so there is no requirement for an
internet or Wi-Fi connection. KASTA need only be
connected to power, just like a traditional switch.

EASY
Our user-friendly
app will let you
configure, control
and monitor your
smart home in just a
few quick taps.

FAST INSTALLATION.
SIMPLE CONFIGURATION.
Any electrician can install and setup your new
KASTA Lifestyle Solution, and what’s more,
the whole system can be easily customised
and reconfigured by you at any time using
the KASTA App.

SMART WIRELESS WALL
SWITCH AND APP CONTROL

EASY TO RETROFIT
IN EXISTING HOMES

For more information on KASTA Smart Lifestyle Solutions, visit

EASILY ADD MORE DEVICES TO
YOUR SYSTEM AT ANY TIME

kasta.com.au
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